Impaired verbal source monitoring in schizophrenia: an intermediate trait vulnerability marker?
Patients with schizophrenia, particularly those with positive symptoms show impaired verbal source monitoring. Specific cognitive deficits have been observed during both active and remission phases of the illness as well as in groups of unaffected first degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia. This type of schizophrenia vulnerability marker may precede the onset of frank psychotic symptoms and contribute to their developments. The aim of this study was first to determine if unaffected siblings were impaired in discriminate internal vs. external generated events when compared to their remitted schizophrenics relatives and healthy subjects. Performances of healthy subjects were then compared with results from previous studies with acute hallucinating patients, acute non-hallucinating patients and patients with resistant auditory verbal hallucinations. Compared with healthy subjects, unaffected siblings are impaired (effect size, ES=0.7), remitted or acute non-hallucinating patients are more impaired than siblings (ES=1.4); patients with verbal auditory hallucinations (acute or resistant) are even more impaired than non-hallucinating patients (ES=2.1). Our results suggest that a source monitoring deficit could be considered as an intermediate vulnerability marker of schizophrenia.